


Abstract 

A meeting was held in Nigeria in response to the interest of some African 
countries in setting up centres for technology policy research. Papers were presented 
outlining the role of technology policy and planning in development, and reviewing the 
experiences of Europe, North America, and Latin America in this area. It was 
pointed out that the study of technology policy and planning would allow developing 
countries to achieve an enlarged technological capacity in a short period of time, while 
still integrating this development with the economic, social, and cultural development 
goals of their society. A discussion on technology policy and planning in Africa 
followed the presentation of the papers, and representatives from Tanzania, Ethiopia, 
Ghana, and Nigeria summarized their country's present level of development in this 
area. Finally, a list of recommendations was prepared calling for: the establishment 
of national, multidisciplinary groups to carry out technology policy studies; the 
presentation of a travelling seminar to assist in the formation of these groups; and 
the creation of a regional program to encourage cooperation between national groups. 

Resume 

L'interet manifeste par un certain nombre de pays africains pour la mise en place 
de centres de recherches sur Jes orientations technologiques s'est concretise par la tenue 
d'une reunion Speciale au Nigeria. Les textes presentes ont mis en lumiere le role joue 
par !'orientation technologique et la planification sur le plan du developpement et passe 
en revue Jes experiences europeennes, nord-americaines et latino-americaines dans ce 
domaine. II en est ressorti que l'etude des orientations technologiques et des planifications 
permettrait aux pays en voie de developpement de disposer rapidement de capacites tech
niques plus etendues, tout en integrant ces gains aux objectifs particuliers de developpe
ment economique, social et culture! des populations concernees. Les exposes ont ete 
suivis d'echanges de vues sur !'orientation technologique et la planification en Afrique; 

· Jes representants de la Tanzanie, de l'Ethiopie, du Ghana et du Nigeria y ont fait le 
point sur la situation actuelle du developpement de leurs pays respectifs dans ce domaine. 
Les resolutions adoptees recommandent: la constitution de groupes multidisciplinaires 
nationaux charges d'effectuer des etudes sur Jes orientations technologiques souhaitables; 
la constitution d'un groupe itinerant de specialistes qui apporterait son aide a la forma
tion de ces groupes; et la mise en place d'un programme regional encourageant la 
collaboration entre Jes groupes nationaux. 
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Introduction 

The world is becoming increasingly aware 
that technology is inevitably an instrument of 
social change. An examination of technolog
ical development in Western Europe during 
the last 200 years reflects many changes in 
the quality of life as a result. A steadily 
rising standard of living has been accom
panied by mass urbanization, a proliferation 
of poor housing, and increased pollution with 
the rapid expansion of the great industries. 
In addition to this, there have been social 
effects of a more subtle nature. 

In response to these changes a new area 
of enquiry has developed, the systematic 
study of science and technology. Among the 
aims of this study is the discovery of the 
effects of technology on society and the 
maximization of the benefits of its develop
ment from an ,economic, technological, and 
sociological standpoint. By making use of 
technology policy studies it is possible for 
the planners of developing countries to achieve 
a much broader awareness of the problems 
than Europe and North America could during 
the throes of industrialization. For this reason 
the International Development Research Cen
tre has supported research projects concerned 
with technology policy problems in the devel
oping world. In the early years of IDRC's 
existence, almost all requests for assistance 
in this area came from Latin America and 
Asia. Recently, however, the Economic Com
mission for Africa identified a few African 
countries that were interested in the possibility 
of creating technology policy research groups. 
Since the activities of such groups had proved 
to be valuable to policymaking in Latin 
America and Asia, the IDRC agreed to co
sponsor this meeting along with the ECA. The 
purposes of the meeting were to review the 

situation in other countries, to assess the 
facilities already in existence in African 
countries, and to determine the extent of 
interest in technology policy studies in Africa. 

It is clear that interest in this area is 
growing, as many African countries have 
found it impossible to implement national 
development plans because of a lack of tech
nological capacity. If this situation is to be 
r·emedied within a reasonable lapse of time, 
it is necessary to take deliberate and planned 
action to promote technological development. 
This demands careful formulation of technol
ogy policies and plans in all African coun
tries. 

As an example of current concern in this 
area, the University of Ife is convinced of 
the need for organized effort to increase the 
knowledge of how to acquire and utilize 
technology, and to this end is setting up a 
Unit for Technological Planning and Devel
opment in the Faculty of Technology. The 
unit is planned as a multidisciplinary body 
and will be actively involved in the economic, 
sociological, and technological aspects of the 
production and utilization of technology. 

The meeting was attended by 26 partici
pants, including nine from outside the Univer
sity of He (s.ee Appendix B for a list of 
participants). The full text of the papers 
presented, and highlights of the discussions 
following each presentation are reproduced 
in this report. During a summary discussion 
of a regional program for technology policy 
studies in Africa, a number of recommenda
tions were proposed for continuing action 
b:ith at national and regional levels. These 
recommendations are also included at the 
end of this report. 
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The Role of Technology Policy and Planning in Development 

Ademola Banjo 

Chief, Science and Technology Section 

Economic Commission for Africa 

Introduction 

Policy is normally formulated as a guide 
to behaviour or action and is usually chuac
terized by two major components. First, the 
objectives to be aimed at or realized by the 
action need to be defined, and second, a 
number of considerations or boundary condi
tions must be observed during the course of 
action. 

Planning should ~deally be undertaken 
after decisions have b!en made on policy. 
This enables the process of planning to be 
guided by clear objectives about both the 
ends of the action as well as the timing of 
those ends. Planning is a more complex and 
extensive activity than defining policy, involv
ing the breakdown of global objectives into 
more detailed objectives appropriate to the 
stages of action. The organization and pro
cedures of the action to be undertaken need 
to be selected and defined; resources must 
be determined and mobilized; the agents, that 
is trained manpo.ver in the specifications and 
amounts necessary for the enterprise, must 
afro be determined; and the strategy for 
bringing them into action must be estab
lished. Finally, all the various stages of 
action, inoluding the contributions by agents, 
must be set in a time frame. This is what 
planning is about. 

A good plan will also provide for indica
tors of achievement at each stage, so that 

performance can be monitored and any 
necessary corrections m interventions can be 
made at appropriate times during the imple
mentation of the plan. 

The Role of Technology 
in Development 

In considering the role of technology policy 
and planning in development, we need to 
start with some clear ideas as to the role of 
technology itself. 

Technology can be looked upon as the 
motor or tool of development. Properly 
applied and directed, it provides us with the 
capacity to utilize the resources available in 
the material world to promote our well-being 
and security, and it enables us to alter the 
physical environment to make it more conge
nial to human society. 

It is important to bear in mind that tech
nology is not a recent factor in human 
development. The history of mankind illus
trates abundantly that the ability to develop 
and use technology has always distinguished 
man from other members of the animal 
world, and has been responsible for his 
survival as well as the development of his 
civilization. Technology is thus present in 
every society at all the different stages in 
the evolution of that society. 
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However, this is not to say that the develop
ment and use of technology has been uniform 
in all communities. During the course of 
history, the technology developed by human 
communities has continuously changed, and 
the capacity and scope of the technology 
available at any time has determined the 
basic nature of human civilization. 

When technology was at a stage where 
man relied on ·the production and use of 
stone tools, human communities depended on 
hunting for their livelihood, and lived in a 
precarious battle with the environment for 
surviva:I. Settled communities became possible 
with the discovery of the technology of agri
culture. When two communities came into 
coniflict, either through competition for sur
vival or for the material resources avaifable 
to sustain economic needs, the community 
wi·th the best technology of warfare usually 
emerged victorious. Sometimes, the less tech
nologically capable community perished 
completely. 

The history of technology is the history of 
the change and progress of human civiliza
tion. As that history demonstrates, wi·th 
temporary setbacks, the development of tech
nology has been continuous, ·whHe the focus 
of this progress has shifted from one com
munity or nation to another. The biggest 
strides in technological de•velopment were 
made during the last 200 years, and this 
development was largely based in Europe. 
During this period, for reasons which I shall 
mention next, there was a remarkable increase 
in the capacity of the communities in this 
part of the world to develop and utilize 
technology. 

Up to the 18th century, technology was 
primarily craft-based. Knowledge of the prop
erties and behaviour of materials and of 
the physical world was obtained through the 
slow process of trial and error, as much 
aided by accidents of circumstance as by 
foresight. In such an environment, the progress 
of technology was slow and painful, and its 
possession could be kept secret for long 
periods. However, progress on a different 
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front gradually began to have an impact on 
technology. The pursuit of science, the sys
tematic study of the properties and behaviour 
of the physical world, began to provide 
insights as to possible new types of technol
ogy. By the middle of the 19th century, this 
trend was already well-established. Increas
ingly, scientific knowledge enabled existing 
technologies to be improved and their scope 
extended, and suggested the possibility of new 
technologies. 

Within our present century, this process 
has become well-established and has been 
responsible for an unprecedented technolog
ical development in many parts of the world, 
notably Europe and North America. Through 
the methodology and procedures of research 
and experimental development, it has gradu
ally become possible to create technologies 
to order for different purposes. This has 
given mankind a control and mastery over 
the physical world which is quite comprehen
sive in its scope. The nature of production, 
of economic, and of social life can now be 
selected and fashioned by delibernte decision 
in any modem society that possesses the 
capacity to create or use the technology it 
needs. 

The Promotion of 
Technological Development 

The elements that make up the technolog
ical capability of any community are known. 
The process and prereiquisites for the acqui
sition of technology by a community can also 
be determined. In juxtaposition to this, the 
practicaJ,Jy universail technological backward
ness of the African countries is res•ponsible 
for low standards of material living, misery 
and poor health, and often, as recent events 
have demonstrated in the drought-stricken 
areas of the continent, the precariousness of 
human survival itself. 

The question before us in Africa is this -
where do we go from here? The knowledge 
and the possibility of changing the destiny 



of our people are within our reach. However, 
we have to take conscious action to acquire 
and utilize that knowledge. We must start 
with a determination of the objectives we 
wish to promote or achieve through the use 
of technology. Some objectives can b~ selected 
directly in relation to the nature of technology 
itself and to the prerequisites for acquiring 
and using it. 

Direct objectives will be concerned with 
the creation or reinforcement of the technol
ogical capability in our communities. The 
subject matter of this category of objectives 
will include such issues as: 

( 1) the content, methods, location and timing 
of science education in schools; 

( 2) the training of scientific and technolog
ical manpower; 

( 3) the promotion and support of scientific 
and technological research, and research 
institutions; and 

( 4) ·the creation or strengthening of scientific 
and technological service organizations 
and institutions. 

The objectives we select in these areas wiU 
determine how much technology will be at 
our disposal, and when, where, and how 
effectively we can use it. 

The wider group of objectives for technol
ogy relate to the purposes for which we 
wish to use it, namely, social, economic, and 
sometimes military ends. They will embody 
our vision of the type of society we are 
trying to create and the quality of life we 
want for our people. When this approach is 
not observed, we become obsessed with tech
nology as an end in itself; instead of technol
ogy serving man, we then create the circum
stances where man serves technology and is 
in bondage to it. 

Two examples will illustrate this point. 
The University of Science and Technology in 
Kumasi has been trying to utilize its technol
ogical resources to assist in rural development. 
Two years ago when I first went there, among 

the activities going on was one related to the 
weaving of kente cloth. There was a unit in 
the university that was concerned with devel
oping new mechanisms for weaving kente 
cloth. I felt a little uneasy about their objec
tives at that time because, when we visited 
the village that was the focus of their 
assistance, the villagers did not seem very 
enthusiastic about all this help that was 
coming from the university. They were not 
sure why the univ·ersity wanted to get involved 
in kente cloth weaving and design a new 
machine to do the work, and were somewhat 
hostile to the idea of introducing improved 
machinery to do what they were doing by 
hand. 

When I visited Kumasi again last year, we 
went to the same village. This time I ·think 
those who were in charge of the project had 
taken some trouble to look beyond what we 
might call the machine aspects of their task. 
They had become a little wiser. They had 
carried out some social research and had 
realized that they were doing much more 
than mechanizing kente cloth production, and 
so had modified their objectives. They had 
realized that the value of kente oloth lay in 
the fa.ct that it was woven by hand, and that 
if machinery was introduced to produce kente 
cloth in large quantities, it would become 
just as cheap as any other cloth. This would 
destroy the economic advantages of this 
village. 

The researchers had also realized that while 
a machine would take much of the drudgery 
out of kente weaving, it would disrupt what 
we might call the social status system of the 
village. The machine would make kente 
weaving an easy process for any young man 
to learn, and would displace the need for a . 
long apprenticeship in order to acquire the 
skilil and knowledge to produce the intricate 
handwoven designs that characterize high
grade kent·e cloth. Now there is a status 
system in the village based on this apprentice
ship system. The men who can do the most 
complicated designs are people who have 
taken several years to acquire their knowl
edge and skill, and because relatively few 
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men can weave these high-grade kente 
designs, it gives them a certain status and 
economic position in the life of the society. 
So, many inadvertent changes were set in 
motion by this very well-meaning effort 
directed at producing a machine to weave 
kente cloth. 

Perhaps what was needed was not to 
produce a sophisticated machine as the tech
nologists had done, but something less sophis
ticated that would still provide a role for 
the skilled man who has been on the job for 
many years. 

The second example is the Gari Project. 
I think this project was begun here because 
a number of engineers and food technologists 
felt that this provided an attractive opportu
nity to introduce machinery into production. 
In Nigeria, gari is a staple food and there is 
a big market for it. I personally do not 
think that the technological problems of 
making gari are considerable, but there are 
some features of the gari production system 
that, on further reflection, should make us 
re-examine the objectives of the Gari Project. 
The first point is that gari is produced as a 
rural small-scale industry, and I would say 
that there is no serious shortage of it. At 
present, as much of it as is required can be 
produced by small-scale industry in rural 
areas. 

Introducing machinery will not at the 
moment increase the amount of gari that is 
available on the market, since the limitation 
on production at all times is the supply of 
cassava. In any case, increasing the supply 
of gari beyond the demand has no real social 
value unless thel'e is an export market. I think 
that this is one of the reasons why it has 
been difficult to introduce large-scale gari 
production by machines in Nigeria. In a 
country where it was not already a rural 
industry, it might have been easier to change 
the scale of production. In Gambia, where 
gari production has been set up as a large
scale industry, it is a new food to them. 

The real issue in introducing technology 
for rural development, as in the case of the 
gari mechanization project, seems to be the 
social implications of the changes. If this 
development implies transferring a small
scale, but widespread, rural industry away 
from rural areas into urban areas, we may 
not be doing the right thing. In fact, one of 
the elements of the stability of the Nigerian 
food production economy may be that a 
staple food like gari, which is consumed in 
urban areas, is produced almost exclusively 
in rural areas. This is a desirable situation 
which many developing countries are trying 
to create artificially. 

Perhaps what the technologists should do, 
as far as gari production is ,concerned, is 'to 
establish the scientific basis for the gari
making processes - what takes place at each 
stage and what the product, gari, actually is. 
Is it one product or different kinds of prod
ucts? I think the reality is that gari is a 
product with a very wide range of variability, 
which exists in different types. If the techno
logical parameters of these different varieties 
can be ascertained and recorded so that they 
can be produced whenever required on the 
machine, this would be a valid contribution. 
The issue of mechanizing gari production 
may not be a question of industrialization 
but a question of rural development. 

I believe that these examples should be 
kept in mind so that we remember to ask 
ourse,lves, at all stages, what we want to use 
technology for before we start taking action. 

Technology Policy and Planning 

The above examples indicate the impor
tance of defining objectives or policies for 
technology as a guide for rational and con
sistent action. 

When the objectives have been defined, it 
becomes necessary to determine how to trans
late them into action. The greatest part of 
the task of technological development in all 
African countries is the creation or reinforce
ment of national technological capability. 
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Thi!> is a mulli-coanponent objc1.:tive which 
requires action in ~uch disp.1rate arc~ as 
i:Jucation and tri.tinmg, 111~11t1111onal Je,elup
rncnl for research an<l Ir.tining. focJl policy 
in relation to industry an<l foreign trade, and 
lcgislallon on the u~c anJ protection of intel
lectual property. 

For continued and steady progress m tech
nological development, ii i' necessary that 
Jction be taken on these many <li~parate yet 
contributing subjects to ~ con'.>i~tent "'itb the 
muin objective of enhancing natiom1I techno
logical capacity. Thb c.in only be done 
through a pl.in of action that will establish 
•he necessary contribution., from <lifforcnt 
sectors, and will ensure thut a time frame is 
provided for contribution~ frtlm the separate 
sector~. 

Within the E.cononuc Commi!;~ion for 
Africa, this complex question of 1hc promo
tion of technological c..tpability in African 
countries has been under \tu<ly during the 
past S years. The :.iuuiel> have fl!\ulted in 
Che preparation of a volume cntillcJ, African 
Regional Plan of Action for Science and 
Technology Development.• Thi~ plan bas 

bl!cn scrutinized and approved by various 
bodies and organs in the UN including the 
Economic Jnd Social Council. Must impor
t.int of all. thl! pli.n ha' hccn reviewed by 

1 
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the l\frtcan countne~ ..tnd ..tt.loph:<l .a:. a guiuc 
to tL'Chnological t.lc\l!lopmcnt in the region 
by the CunfcrenCI! uf Afru.:an M llll\lcl' con
cerned w11h ~ocial und economic dcvdopmcnl 
in February 1973. 

Ap.1n lrom being a guide tu the many 
probJcrnc; posed by the objcctivc ol developing 
1cchnolog1c.1I cupability, lhe AfricJn Reg1onJI 
Plan enable, one to have ;. rcali'itic upprccl..t· 
tion of the complexity of :iction:. nccc:.~ry 
to promote technological development. It 
provides ;m ;1wJrcne~ of the llimen.,mn~ ol 
the t.1~k before u~. No regional plJn can, ol 
course. take the place of a national pJ.111 when 
<tction i~ requircu ut u country level. Hence 
11 further ~tugc of planning will be nccc-.sary 
at the government level of individu..tl Africun 
countries in order to derive the foll hcndih 
lrom the African Regional Pl.in . BccJu...: ol 
the multiplicity of fronts on \\.hich actlllll is 
ncce~-.:1ry concurrently, it h clc:tr that wi1hou1 
a plan, 1cchnologic.1I t.lcvl!lopment in Africa 
m.iy be a mirage an<l m..ty ne\l:r Jttain any 
significant level of progrcs~ within our life
time. 

The role of technology in development is 
that of a tool .int.I .in agency. With technology 
we can f:l'>hion the! type of society :snd the 
quality of life we cnvi~agc for our people . 
The role of technology polic> Jnd planning 
h to .:n:iblc m 10 creJIC the ncce<.'>.try tcchn\l· 
loyical capability within a realistic time seal.:. 
ant.I to Jpply it :1~ :mu "'here ncce~ .. al) in 
the: '>haping of human destiny. 



Discussion 

• Some participants raised the issue of techno
logical determinism; according to this viewpoint, 
if a technology is discovered it must be used 
or will propagate itself somehow. This is inevita
ble social change which cannot be stopped. In 
the case of gari, for example, some aspects of 
its production are physically laborious; village 
women who are mainly responsible for the 
production would be pleased to transfer the 
difficult operations to a machine. 

At the same time, cultural transfer between 
developed and developing countries is being 
continuously promoted by mass communications 
media. Hence people will demand the introduc
tion of technologies used elsewhere which they 
read or learn about through books, the cinema, 
television, radio and other means. People will 
not accept a lower level of technology which 
may be intended through planning. 

• Attention was drawn to the problem of 
defining development. A yardstick for measuring 
development is necessary so that the tasks for 
technology can be accurately set. One of the 
main factors to be kept in mind in technology 
policy and planning is that developing countries 
are trying to do in a few years what took over 
a century in Europe. 

• Change in society due to technology can be 
positive or negative. It was felt that technological 
development is a necessity and only through 
proper guidance can its effects be controlled. 
Issues such as the magnitude of change that 
can be absorbed at each application should be 
taken into consideration in policymaking and 
planning. 

• An important question for technology policy 
is how to get technology that is rural-oriented. 
Technology has a role in rural development and 
this could be a large one. However, special care 
is needed in producing technology for rural 
development and in introducing it. Technology 
cannot be satisfactorily introduced in isolation; 
an integrated approach is necessary which will 
take into consideration social consequences and 
minimize social dislocation. 

There is also a role for the survival of a few 
handicraft methods of production. Technology 

should not be introduced with a view to dis
placing all old methods of production. 

• One participant believed that large-scale urban
ization is an inevitable process. Delaying the 
introduction of technology from advanced coun
tries in an effort to arrest it will be futile. He 
thought that efforts to develop special rural 
technologies may only retard progress. 

• Technology policy and planning should be 
preceded by the determination of the specific 
problems that we wish technology to solve. Most 
of Africa consists of rural communities whose 
basic needs must still be met by technology. 
They require improved housing, more satisfac
tory sup,plies of clothing, clean water, sanitation, 
and so forth. A great deal of attention should be 
focused on these needs in technological planning. 

• A part of the problem in African countries 
hitherto is that in planning for development, 
science and technology have not been taken into 
consideration in the process. Eventually the 
absence of this component makes it difficult to 
implement plans. People who are experienced 
in what technology can do and how it can be 
utilized should be brought into planning right 
at the beginning of the process. 

• Who should concern himself with technology 
policy? One participant suggested that the social 
role and consequences of technology are the 
responsibility of the social scientist. It may be 
argued that the natural scientist or technologist 
already has enough on his hands producing 
technology. His responsibility should end there. 
The responsibility for what to do with technology 
should rest with political leaders, and social 
scientists should worry about consequences. 

Most participants felt, however, that this atti
tude is now outdated. The responsibility for 
the consequences of using technology has to be 
shared by all those involved in producing and 
using it, as well as those deciding the purposes 
for applying technology. Hence, scientists and 
technologists must be involved together with 
social scientists and political leaders in setting 
the objectives for science and technology. Tech
nology policy and pfanning is a multidisciplinary 
activity and should be organized as such. 
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Technology Policy Research in Europe and North America 

C. H. G. Oldham 

Associate Director, Science and Technology Policy Program 

International Development Research Centre, and 

Deputy Director, Science Policy Research Unit 

University of Sussex 

Technology policy is primarily concerned 
with the ways in which science and technology 
can be used to achieve national goals. These 
goals usually include a combination of eco
nomic growth, a more equitable distribution 
of the nation's wealth, improvement of the· 
health and welfare of the people, and national 
defence. The particular balance between these 
objectives obviously varies from country to 
country depending on the local social and 
political circumstances. 

The precise ways in which technology in
fluences the achievement of these goals is very 
complex. Most of us have hunches about why 
one technology may be better than another, 
or what sort of government policies are likely 
to influence an entrepreneur or manager of a 
state enterprise, or what ,the costs and benefits 
of importing a particular technology may be. 
But the truth of the matter is that we do not, 
in most instances, really know. A recent bib
liographic search for empirical studies relating 
to the choice of technology revealed only a 
handful of studies and detailed case histories, 
yet the literature is flooded with "conventional 
wisdom" and economic theory. 

And yet decisions about technology are 
made every day by a spectrum of decision
makers, from entrepreneurs on one hand to 

cabinet ministers on the other. These decisions 
can affect the lives of millions of people, not 
only today but also for future generations. 
It is, therefore, simply a logical conclusion 
that multidisciplinary research using all the 
techniques of the social sciences should be 
carried out to understand the different facets 
of the problem, and in the last analysis to 
enable the decision-makers to make better 
decisions. 

The purpose of this meeting is to consider 
how such studies can be carried out in Africa. 
In preparation for this discussion I have been 
asked to review the experience of such re
search in Europe and North America, and 
Mr Halty-Carrere will summarize the Latin 
American experience. Neither of us will claim 
that our experience is transferable to Africa. 
However, we think it is worthwhile reviewing 
the experience, and leave it with the partici
pants to assess its relevance to their own 
countries. 

The field of enquiry that we collectively 
call science and technology policy research, 
is evolving rapidly. If I were to have surveyed 
the scene only 5 years ago I would have 
reported a very different picture. The present 
situation can best be explained by de,veloping 
three different threads, which in the last year 
or so have tended to converge and intertwine. 
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The first thread is the academic thread, 
the research that is carried out mainly in 
universities. This is made up of a number of 
different strands which for the most part have 
remained separate; in only a few institutions 
have they been successfully intertwined. 

The first of these strands is the economic 
strand. Several of the earlier economists were 
interested in the role of technology in the 
economy. Marx, for example, clearly wrote 
about the subject and in more recent years 
Schumpeter and many others have made 
contributions. Interest has grown rapidly since 
the Second World War and now the econom
ics of research and development, and the 
economics of innovation are very respectable 
branches with their own literature and spe
cialists. 

Second, there is the sociological strand. In 
parallel with the economists but working in 
separate departments, have been a group of 
sociologists developing the sociology of 
science. They look at science as a social 
system, examining the communication pattern 
between scientists, and the sociological behav
iour of scientists themselves. There are now 
many leading sociologists who have estab
lished their reputations by working on the 
sociology of science - Shils, Merton, and 
Barber are examples. 

Third, there is the political science of 
science strand. The political scientists turned 
their attention to the political science of 
science more recently than the other strands. 
Their work largely began in the 1950s and 
Don Price at Harvard is one of the pioneers 
in this area. Now many political science de
partments in universities of North America 
and Europe are carrying out research on this 
aspect. 

Fourth, there is the social history of 
science. Historians of science are divided into 
two schools: the internalists examine the 
history of science as something quite separate 
from society and are more concerned with 
the evolution of the branches of science 
itself; the externalists believe science affects 
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society and vice versa, and think that the 
history of one cannot be considered without 
the other. In recent years, the social historians 
of science have grown in number, and I 
be:Jieve, in importance. 

And finally, there is the anthropological 
strand. A number of anthropologists have 
been interested in the introduction and diffu
sion of technology in different societies, and 
this area too seems to be one which is 
growing in importance in anthropology. 

But all these are narrow studies. There 
have been a few attempts to bring the threads 
together and one of the first attempts was 
carried out, not by a social scientist, but by 
a natural scientist. This was the famous 
crystallographer, J. D. Bernal, who, just prior 
to the Second World War, published his now 
dassic "Social Functions of Science." For the 
social scientists, however, it seemed that pro
fessional respectability was guaranteed only 
if they stayed in their own separate disciplines. 

About 5-7 years ago the situation changed 
slightly when a number of universities in 
Europe and North America created institu
tions aimed at bringing together the different 
disciplines. This approach was tried at Colum
bia and Harvard universities in the United 
States; at Sussex, Manchester, and Edin
burgh in Britain; at Grenoble in France; Kiev 
in the Soviet Union; and several others. In 
some cases the experiment has not been a 
success; although the strands were intertwined 
for awhile the thread has become frayed and 
the disciplines are branching out on their own 
again. 

To understand the forces which led to the 
creation of these interdisciplinary university 
groups it is necessary to develop the second 
thread - the government thread. 

Growth of government interest in science 
and technology policy, and related studies was 
a logical outcome of growth in government 
spending on science and technology during 
and after the Second World War. For several 
years expenditures on research and develop-
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mcnt have exceeded 2% of tho: gross 1rntional 
producl (GNP) in many European and Nonh 
American countries •• mt.I in some, they have 
exceeded 3%. 

This gt>vcrnmcnt concern for sdC'ncc can 
~ ch.araclerizcd Ji. having 1.1kcn place in 
lhtcc distinct phases: 

( I) There wns a domm.mt conco:rn with the 
strictly military asp:cls of science und 
tech.nolugy. This w .ts part il.:u fa rl y true 
in Europe :ind Nonh Amcric.1, in the 
1940s ;ind 1950s. 

( 21 The second phase ii. marked by continued 
government spending on militJry and 
prestige project!>. but with a new and 
growing interest (and ho.mcc spending) 
on rc.o;carch anLI Jcvclopmcnl in order 
lo achi..-vc economic growth. This was 
particularl) true or the I %Os. 

( 31 The third phm1c is the pn:scnl one. 
Government concern has broadened lo 
include more ai.ped'> of society. The 
approach was articulated in the Brook'!> 

report prepared for the lust OP.CD m.inis
tcri<il mceting in 1970 of ministers 
concerned with science and education. 
In essence, this rcporl said tW<J things. 
First of all, it suggested that governments 
should in f uturc use science ;md tech· 
nology for the social hcncfit of mankind 
and nol jusr for arms an<l economic 
growth. Second, it said that in order to 
be effective. science and technology 
policy must be more than ju~t research 
policy. It should include all asp!cts of 
scientitic and technical services, the 
tr:rnsfor and dif(usion of technology. 
and lhc whole aspect of innovation. 
It should also be concerned with the 
training of scicntbts and engineer.., and 
with the international search for tech
nology. All these :ire pan and parcel of 
wh~1t we now lump togelher as science 
and technology policy. 

A.<> 1hc growth in need for IX>licymaking 
grew in g<lvcrnment. so too did the number 
of bodies !.ct up to make policy. At Cini. 
th~c were largely l'\!Vplcd with eminenl 
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scientists, but it was soon found that there 
was a need for a broader base. Scientists 
alone were not enough. As the complexity of 
the issue was recognized, efforts were made 
to establish research groups to help produce 
the needed knowledge - these were created 
in government departments and/ or by gov
ernment funding of work of internationail 
organizations such as the UN and oEco. By 
and large the groups that were set up were 
multidisciplinary, and worked on relatively 
short term objectives that were of immediate 
concern to the government of the day. It was 
the growth in government spending on science 
that led to the creation of government re
search groups, and was largely responsible for 
the new university interest in science policy. 

This leads me back to the first thread -
the academic thread. I mentioned that 5 or 
so years ago, a number of groups were estab
lished which tried to be multidisciplinary. 
I now propose to use some examples to see 
what lessons we can learn from the experience 
of these muHidisciplinary approaches. The 
institutional arrangements fall broadly into 
two groups, one approach which seems to 
have worked and the other which does not. 

My first category is the less successful 
group. These all started with a rather large 
endowment (which in most cases seems to 
have been an encumbrance rather than a 
help). Their principal characteristic was that 
these new units or institutions were to serve 
as focal points within the university, to bring 
faculty members together to work on proj
ects. The research personnel continued to 
have their main base in their own disciplinary 
departments. Some very interesting work was 
done by these groups, but the two principal 
examples, at Columbia University and Har
vard University, never became integrated 
within their respective universities, and in 
1972 both were discontinued. In one case $1 
miillion was returned to the original donor 
and in ,the other, the money is now being 
used to endow two professorial chairs. Why 
were they failures? I have discussed this with 
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many people and two main factors seem to 
stand out. 

First, the directors of the institutes were 
never given academic status (professorships) 
or tenure. As a result they tended to be 
regarded with suspicion by their colleagues, 
who had tenure and status, and who never 
gave the institutes their full support. 

Second, the careers of the participants in 
the new interdisciplinary groups continued to 
depend on recognition by their colleagues in 
their own disciplines. In order to be promoted, 
their work was judged by people in their own 
discipline, not by the technology policy com
munity. 

The approach taken by some of the other 
groups was very different. Let me describe 
the ex,perience of my own group at the 
University of Sussex - the Science Policy 
Research Unit. In the first place we were 
established as a research group with full-time 
commitment to research and with three tenure 
positions within the University of Sussex. 
We are autonomous, but we have a super
visory committee made up of faculty within 
the university which links us as a research unit 
to the university itself. 

Second, the university provides funds for 
the three posts from University Grants Com
mittee Funds, but everyone else iin the unit 
( 30-35 research fellows) is supported by 
research grants or contracts from outside the 
university. These sources may be government 
departments, international organizations, re
search councils, etc. This means that we must 
work on problems for which people are pre
pared to pay money, i.e. we must convince 
research councils of the academic merit of 
our proposals, or the international organiza
tions, government departments or business 
enterprises of the usefulness of our work. 
This means that we have to spend much of 
our time working on "real life" problems, 
and our continued existence is de,pendent on 
being able to meet the requirements of our 
sponsors. 



Third, we have always tried to work as 
multidisciplinary teams. We have about an 
equal mixture of natural and social scientists 
working in the unit and we usually include 
both in each team. 

Fourth, the areas we have selected for 
work have been related both to problems of 
industrialized societies and to problems re
lating to developing societies. 

Finally, an important point that has helped 
maintain goodwill between the unit and the 
university is that we have been involved in 
a good deal of teaching within the university. 
In the first instances, this was usually a case 
of the research worker teaching courses in 
his own discipline, but more recently we have 
been called upon to teach courses on "science 
and society" to both undergraduates and 
graduates. 

I will now switch to what I wiH call the 
third thread, or futures thread, which seems 
to have brought the university groups and 
government groups much closer together. This 
thread has been very recent in its development. 
A few years ago, people began to realize that 
the year 2000 was approaching. This led to the 
creation of several groups concerned with 
forecasting the future. These groups came to 
public and government attention with the 
publicity given by the Club of Rome to the 
MIT's work on "Limits to Growth." The MIT 
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Group used complex systems dynamics com
puter modelling and showed that the physical 
limits to growth were such that unless 
countries restricted drastically their rates of 
economic growth, the wor1d would collapse 
in 60-100 years. 

The Club of Rome circulated copies of 
this report to members of most of the govern
ments in the world. They spoke with cabinets 
and urged government action to restrict 
growth. Unfortunately, the MIT work was full 
of errors and wrong assumptions, and in the 
eyes of many it has now been largely discred
ited. But it did two very important things. 

First, it made governments much more aware 
of the long-term implications of current deci
sions, and the need to think about the world 
in 30-60 years. Second, it showed there was 
some value for decision-makers in using com
plex systems modelling. The result has been 
the creation of several governmental research 
teams doing their own systems dynamics 
modelling. 

This leads us back to the need for univer
sity groups also to be involved in this sort 
of study. We know that technological change 
governs the future. The investments and 
decisions made today in science and technol
ogy policy greatly influence the futUI"e. It 
was for this reason that a program of social 
and technological forecasting was started at 
Sussex. We believe that the principal role of 
people working in this area is to present the 
decision-maker with the alternative economic, 
social, and political implications of the tech
nological decisions which he is going to be 
called upon to make. We have received 
government grants to do this, and it seems 
very likely that in the next few years there 
will be considerable effort in this sort of 
science and technology policy work, both in 
university groups and in government groups. 

To summarize, a new area of enquiry has 
emerged in the last 5 years. According to a 
recent Unesco survey there are some 100 
government groups and 150 academic groups 
currently doing research on some aspect of 
science and technology policy in Europe and 
North America. There are now two news 
magazines devoted entirely to reporting news 
about science and technology policy: (1) 
Science Policy is published by the Science 
Policy Foundation in London and contains 
information on science and technofogy policy 
from around the world; and (2) Public 
Science is published bimonthly in the us. 
There are three new journals that publish 
articles related to the field and several other 
journals that cater to forecasting and future 
studies. There is even a new branch of the 
History and Philosophy of Science Union of 
Icsu (International Council Scientific Union), 
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which was set up last year entirely for science 
and technology policy. The number of full 
time practitioners must be well over 1000. 

Finally, a question I am often asked is -
why should a university be involved? Isn't it 
more logical for these studies to be carried out 
by industry and government? 

My answer usually includes the following 
components. First, the knowledge gained by 
these studies is knowledge about how society 
works. It is one of the functions of a univer
sity to do this sort of research. Second, univer
sities not only have a responsibility for 
training the specialists who are going to be 
involved in science and 'technology policy
making and research, they also have a respon
sibility for promoting an awareness in all 

their students about the role of science in 
society. 

A third reason why universities should be 
involved in this type of work is because the 
methods of analysis are getting so complex. 
Governments are making extremely important 
decisions using computer simulation tech
niques and it is important for non-government 
groups, especially university groups, to be 
able to check government analysis and chal
lenge their methodology. 

And fourth, universities have a responsi
bility to generate knowledge not only for the 
decision-maker, but also to keep the general 
public informed about the ways in which tech
nology is going to affect their lives and their 
children's lives. 

Discussion 

• Several issues were identified concerning the 
relevance of the European and North American 
experience to the African situation. Two prin
cipal questions were raised. 

(I) Is there any point in creating a university 
group before there is any government "de
mand" for the results of its research? In 
some African countries, there appears to 
be little government interest in science 
and technology policy. Why therefore 
create units to do research? 

In answer to this, it was pointed out that it is 
often difficult to specify which should come first 
- supply or demand. Some examples illustrate 
that the results of research have made politicians 
and policymakers much more aware of the eco
nomic and social implications of their decisions 
about technology, and have led to the creation of 
a "demand" for more knowledge. On the other 
hand, there are many other examples where 
research results have only gathered dust on 
library shelves. 'It is a question of where this 
vicious circle should, and can, be broken. 
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(2) Should industry do its own technology 
policy research? 

It was pointed out that in most large industrial 
companies in Europe and North America, there 
are groups that carry out studies to provide infor
mation for the company policymakers. They are 
not always listened to. But neither do govern
ment policymakers always act on the advice pro
vided by their research teams. In the UK the 
larger fiI'll1s often make contracts with university 
groups even though they have their own in-house 
teams. They claim that the university teams pro
vide new insights which the company teams have 
missed. It was not clear whether industry in 
Africa would similarly commission research in 
African universities. 

• Other questions related more specifically to the 
points raised in the paper. For example, how im
portant is the fact that the research institutes that 
failed had large endowments; and if contract 
research is an essential characteristic of success, 
what chance have African university research 
units of succeeding? 



Dr Oldham thought that in the two American 
units that have now been disbanded, large endow
ments may have contributed to their downfall 
because generous external funding to one unit 
creates university jealousies which are not easily 
resolved. This is especially true when the subject 
matter of the grant (in this case science and 
society) cuts across almost all facets of a uni
versity's life. At the same time, it is not a 
healthy situation for a university group to have 
to depend entirely on contract research. A bal
ance between internal and external funding is 
required. If the research group in an African 
university is really concerned about technology 

and development, in one sense a measure of that 
unit's success would be the extent to which 
federal and state governments, as well as pri
vate companies, are prepared to place contracts 
with it. 

• Another question was raised about the relative 
objectivity of university and government groups. 
It was suggested that in practice, neither has 
turned out to be more objective than the other. 
A strong case, however, can be made for a plu

ralistic approach to this kind of research. Univer
sity and government groups are both necessary. 
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This paper attempts first to clarify what is 
meant by technology policy and planning in 
Latin America by providing its conceptual 
framework. Technical development is a pro
cess of production, distribution, consumption, 
and international trade of a s·pecial commod
ity: technology. The purpose of the technol
ogy policy and planning effort is to formulate 
policies, strategies, and plans to establish a 
continuous process of technical development 
within the general framework of economic, 
social, and cultural development goals of each 
society. The scope of this field in Latin Amer
ica is therefore significantly different from 
that which prevails in developed countries, 
where science policy was initially a synonym 
for research policy, and, later, a policy to 
develop the scientific and technological infra
structure. 

A review of what has been done in this 
field in Latin America stresses the comple
menta.rity of the action undertaken at national 
and regional levels. A Regional Project of 
Science and Technology Policy and Planning 
was set up by the Organization of American 
States, ( 1) to promote an awareness of the 
need to formulate national and sub-regional 
technology policies and plans; (2) to under
take the necessary basic studies required for 
their formulation; and ( 3) to provide tech
nical and financial assistance to establish 
adequate institutional mechanisms for these 

studies. Since its inception in 1968, almost 
$2 million was invested in this regional pro
gram. A decentralized approach was taken 
from the beginning in the sense that aM 
studies and research were conducted at the 
national level by national teams. The Re
gional Secretariat was given the role of pro
moting the p·articipation of new national 
teams, facilitating the exchange of informa
tion and ex·periences through seminars and 
meetings, and providing the methodological 
support for a common approach. The pro
gram started in two countries and gradually 
expanded to include most of the countries in 
the region. 

The studies were carried out at two levels. 
Basic research dealt with the analysis of the 
factors that affect the global process of tech
nical development, and a study of its com
ponents; and applied research prepared the 
groundwork for the formulation of policies 
and plans. These studies can be summarized 
in note form as follows: 

Basic Research 

( 1) the process of production of knowledge 
(analysis of the industrial research and 
development effort) 

(2) the process of diffusion (analysis of the 
role of "intermediaries," i.e. information 
and technicail extension services, tech
nical consultants, etc.) 
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(3) the proce:.s uf ap[>licatmn l .inalp.1:. of 
the economic, psycho-~uciologic:il, and 
cultural factor~ which aflcct 1hc procc\:. 
of' lechnic.il change anli innov.1t10n) 

A pplieti Rt's~e1rch 

t 1) analysis of thi: ~cu:ntilic .1nll lechnolog
ical !tystcm ( rc~c<irch and Jcvclopmcnt, 
inform.st ion, technical ~crvicc~. etc.) in 
1cm1\ of human, fin.inctal, aml in,titu
tionJI re-.ourccs; ddinit111n .,1 c\isting 
tcchnic.il capahilit) u~ing thi: local !>Up

ply of lcchnolog:,. 

t 2) :mJly'i' of the pn>cc:.:. ol 1ntcrnationul 
trander of technology ( "vbihle" :md 
"invi.,ihlc" co.,b, re:.trictivi: conditions, 
adaptability of imported technology. 
etc.) to define the conditmn' fur the 
supply of foreign technology 

( 3) analy:.is of the requirement-. tor 'cicncc 
and technology tor national develop
ment; definition of the potential dcm,1ml 
in :n:cordancc w11h nati~inal priorities 

An unaly:.i!> ol the ri:lative ..1dv.intuge:. .ind 
dballvant:1ges of the various poi.~ible in!>titu-
11un!> Ill un1.h:rtak:e the~ ,111J1c-; showed th.it, 
( I ) universities an<l indi:pcndenl rc:.c.trch or
ganization:. an! bcuer \Ulh:J tu undert.ilo.c 
ba,ic rc":arch in the licld; ( 2) government 
;1genc1c!> must formuh1h: policies ;md )Irate 
gics .. ind 1m1lkment them; .1ml (3 > univcri.i
lic!., inJcpcnJcnt or go'lernmcnt rc!>carch 
oq;anization~. and govc.:rnmcnt in)titution) 
could Jll be concerned with ..1pphed research 
activitic:., provided that a 'trong linl with 
go.,.i:rnmcnt is e:.lablbhcd. lnlcrm1tional orga
nizat1l1n:. 'hould play a pmmotion.il, catalytic, 
.rnd !>llpporting role to !.ic1litatc intcmatmnal 
comp;irison and exch.inge or experiences. 

A \U1Hm.iry of the rc,ult:. :1ch1ewd in the 
I.aim Amenc.tn region follows. 

At the 1wtium1/ level: 

• ln,t11ut1on~ for 1cchnology policy Mudie~ 
~ere c,1,1hlishcd and remtorccd (e.g., na
tion.LI rc~carch councils. national policy 
council), royally commis~ion:., transfer of 
lc~hlllllogy regi!>tncs, etc.). 

• ln,111u11on'> capable of undertaking :.ounll 
rc\carch work in the field wi:re al:.o cstah
li,hcd and supported (e.g.. universities. 
independent research orgunizations, nation
al rc~arch councils, planning commission\, 

etc.). 

• A "body of knowledge" about the !>ubject 
wa, developed. 

• A "1-.111 hut influcnti.11 group of protcs
sionuls were trained in thi: field. 

• A fir!>t attempt w;l:. made to formulate na-
1ional policies for ~c1cntific and tcchnolog

ic.il development 

• A very preliminary alh:mpt w.i~ mJdc to 
11nplc01cnc n.ttionJI policie!> .md plan!>. 

Al the mb·"-'J.:ium1l and fl'/!Wtwl lcveb: 

• 1 he Regional Science anJ Technology Pol
icy .rnd Planning Pmgr;un w.1~ tlcvclopcd 

b~· lhC OAS. 



• Common policies, strategies, and regula
tions for technical development, and for 
controlling the transfer of technology were 
formulated and adopted (Andean Pact sub
region). 

Evaluation of Technology Policy 
and Planning Research 

An evaluation of the Latin American ex
perience in technology policy and planning 
research should include an analysis of the 
successes and failures of both methodology 
and results. 

Methodology 

Two methodologies have been developed 
for research into technology policy and plan
ning: ( 1) the methodology for compiling in
ventories of scientific and technological sys
tems (although they do not include the tech
nological capabilities of industry); and ( 2) the 
methodology for analyzing the process of 
importing technology, and the conditions of 
the international technology market. 

There is still no suitable methodology for 
determining the demand for science and tech
nology. The "sectoral" approaches are too 
expensive and time-consuming, and the 
"global" approaches proved to be unsatis
factory. 

Results 

Three criticisms can be levelled: 

( 1) Too much emphasis has been given to 
the methodologies for compiling inven
tories of the science and technology sys
tem, without the necessary preliminary 
effort of defining how to use the infor
mation for generating policy measures. 

(2) Too much emphasis has been put on the 
problem of determining the supply, and 
too little on defining the potential and 
actual demand. 

(3) Too much relative emphasis has been 
placed on studies required for "micro
planning" of the effort (e.g., inventory 
studies), compared with studies which 
could be used directly to define policies 
and formulate strategies. 

However, much of the research (mainly 
the transfer of technology studies) did have 
a strong impact at political decision~making 
levels and did influence the formulation of 
policies and strategies. Also the research 
effort gradually built up a "body of knowl
edge" which placed Latin American work in 
the forefront of world-wide research in the 
field. It may be noted that research material 
prepared for CACTAL (Conference on the Ap
plication of Science and Technology for the 
Development of Latin America, Brasilia, May 
1972) and other Latin American confer
ences has been quoted in many international 
conferences and seminars. 

In only a few years the research effort has 
created an awareness of the problems faced 
by Latin America in science and technology. 

Evaluation of Science and 

Technology Policy and Planning 

An assessment of the Latin American ex
perience in science and technology policy and 
planning during the last decade reflects a 
chronological parallelism between the ad
vances in Latin American thinking on the 
problem and the accomplishments attained at 
the national, sub-regional, and regional levels. 

Three definite stages can be identified in 
the progress of the policies adopted in several 
countries of the region, in groups of coun
tries, and in the region as a whole. 

The first stage corresponds to a policy 
which only concerns itself with reinforcing 
the scientific and technological infrastructure. 
When the thinking on science policy was 
restricted to technical research and education 
policy, several countries established national 
research councils to coordinate research and 
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FIG. 1. Chart showing the need for a regulating mechanism to control the bypass of local science 
and technology policy systems by the flow of external technologies. 

promote scientific education. At the regional 
level, the OAS Regional Program for Science 
and Technology Development was created to 
develop and reinforce the technical infrastruc
ture through regional cooperative research 
and educational projects. 

The second stage is a "defensive" strategy 
which aims to control the flow of external 
technologies to improve the process of tech
nology importation. This strategy arose from 
a series of research studies undertaken with 
support from the OAS Regional Program and 
the IDRC, in several Latin American countries. 
These studies called attention to the imper
fections of the international market of tech
nology and the various problems develop
ing countries face in importing technology. 
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Among these problems are: 

• the explicit and implicit cost of the im
ported technology; 

• the restrictive conditions attached to it; 

• the fact that imported technology is often 
not adapted to local conditions; 

• the lack of proper information on, or evalu
ation of, alternative technologies; and 

• the lack of development and utilization of 
local technologies. 

Most of these problems are due to the "by
pass" of the local science and technology 
policy system by the flow of external tech
nologies (see Fig. 1). 



Most countries reacted to this bypass by 
creating a national control mechanism for 
regulating the flow of external technology 
(e.g., registries of licensing arrangements, 
patents, etc.), and by uniting in the Andean 
Pact to lay down common defensive regula
tions. 

This third stage could be called an "offen
sive" strategy. It involves the establishment of 
a mechanism to regulate the flow of external 
technologies in order to increase the utiliza
tion of local technologies, and encourage their 
development and gradual export. This ap
proach follows the analysis made at CACTAL 

of the orientation to be given to technical 
development in Latin American countries, by 
trying to overcome the p,resent "marginality" 
of their scientific and technological systems. 
The mechanism of regulation acts as a 

"valve" to control the external flow, thereby 
increasing the level of technological seU
reliance in accordance with national policy 
and sectoral technical development. 

This strategy of dynamic, "offensive" reg
ulation is being applied effectively only in 
one country, but the Andean Pact countries 

(Bolivia, Ecuador, Chile, Peru, Colombia, 
and Venezuela) are now defining a common 

techno'logical policy along these lines. 

The Latin American countries are at vari

ous stages in policy development, depending 

on their present degree of technical advance
ment. However, their progress generally 

seems to follow the three 'levels outlined 

above to attain the proclaimed objective of 
reduced technological dependence. 

Discussion 

• Several questions and comments centred on 
the offensive and defensive strategies adopted in 
some Latin American countries, and the mech
anism of control of technology importation. It 
was first noted that in order, for instance, to be 
able to follow Japan's offensive strategy of im
porting technology, modifying it and re-exporting 
it, countries must have the required technolog
ical and organizational infrastructure. It was also 
felt that as part of any defensive strategy, careful 
attention should be given to a proper selection 
of imported equipment and imported technology. 

• Answering a specific request for more infor
mation on the measures for control of imported 
technology, Mr Hally-Carrere gave some ex
amples of how the first institutions established 
in Latin America (royalty commissions) were 
controlling and approving licensing arrangements 
only out of concern for the conservation of for
eign currency. A new dimension has gradually 
been added by requiring them to take into con
sideration technological policy matters. In other 
cases, new bodies have been established for 
mandatory registration of these contracts. Some 
of these new bodies have tried recently to con-

trol the external flow in a way that would en
sure that national scientific and technological 
institutions participate in the process of transfer. 
In Brazil, for instance, before approving the 
licensing agreements, the controlling body tries 
to find out if there is similar technical knowl
edge in local industry or in the local industrial 
research sys tern. 

• A comment was made on the advisability of 
taking a political decision to cut external con
tracts for the purchase of technologies to encour
age technical self-reliance. A policy of isolation 
would tend to create a climate of hardship which 
could stimulate the development of local sources 
of technology. 

With respect to this suggestion, it was felt that 
this policy could be adopted in those sectors 
where there is an adequate local technological 
infrastructure. The regulation of the external 
flow of technology could, in some sectors, follow 
a policy of self-reliance; in others, the regulation 
mechanism could follow a policy of relying 
mostly on foreign technology, while gradually 
incorporating an increasing share of local tech
nology. 
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Discussions on Technology Policy and Planning 

in some African Countries 

Dr Oldham, who was chairman of this 
session, asked each of the participants to 
summarize the experience of their own coun
tries with regard to technology policy and 
planning, and asked them to indicate whether 
there was a unit carrying out technology 
policy research. 

Tanzania 

Mr Kaduma and Dr Wasawo reported 
that a National Scientific Research Council 
has been established in Tanzania with a num
ber of specialized committees. The commit
tees are concerned with agriculture, medical 
science, food science and technology, build
ing and construction, industry, scientific man
power development, social sciences, scientific 
and 1technical documentation, natural re
sources, natural sciences, and standards. 

There is also an Institute of Development 
Studies which is a part of the University of 
Dar-es-Salaam. This institute is primarily an 
interdisciplinary teaching institute aimed at 
giving ail students a better understanding of 
their role in building socialism in Tanzania. 
An important element of this program is the 
teaching of how science and technology con
tribute to development within the context of a 
policy of self-reliance. Although the institute 
has not yet begun to do research, it is intend
ing to do so. Technology policy research 
could be one of its activities. 

Ethiopia 

Mr Tebicke explained that the Ethiopian 
government had recently established a Na
tional Scientific Research Advisory Commit
tee. This committee is in the process of setting 
up an Institute of Scientific and Technolog
ica:l Research and Development within the 
Haile Selassie I University. Among other 
things, the institute will be involved in the 
process of formulating scientific and techno
logical policy, and it is expected to carry out 
technology policy research. As a part of the 
process of science policy formulation, a sci
ence sector review will take place early in 
1974. 

Ghana 

The organization of scientific and techno
logical research in Ghana was described by 
Prof Kwami. The principal government or
ganization is the Council for Scientific and In
dustrial Research which runs its own research 
institutes. There is also an Atomic Energy 
Research Commission. In addition, research 
is being carried out in the universities and a 
Technology Consultancy Centre has been 
established at the University of Science and 
Technology in Kumasi. This centre enables 
the country to tap the potential of university 
faculty members, and is used by both large 
industrial organizations and small-scale busi
nessmen. There is, however, no group in 
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Ghana working specifically on technology 
policy research. 

Nigeria 

Prof Olaniyan and Prof Oyawoye gave 
brief accounts of the history of the Niger
ian Council for Science and Technology. 
In this council, there are representatives 
of three different groups: scientists, admin
istrators, and state representatives. The coun
cil was established in 1970 and four research 
councils were created to deal with industry, 
agriculture, health, and natural sciences. It 
was proposed that the existing research insti-
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tutes previously connected with different min
istries should be transferred to the appropri
ate councils. This move has been resisted by 
some ministries. 

At the moment, the council does not have 
a unit for carrying out technology policy re
search, but it would be a logical place for a 
Nigerian government research group to be 

formed. 

Finally, Prof Howat gave the background 

to the creation of the University of lfe Tech
nology Policy Research Unit. 



Recommendations 

The final working session, chaired by Prof 
Ojo, was devoted to a discussion of the rela
tive importance and timing of action at 
national and regional levels. The possibility of 
the IDRC providing financial assistance for 
technology policy research was welcomed 
with appreciation by the participants. Out of 
the discussions the following recommenda
tions emerged: 

( 1) Emphasis should be placed on establish
ing nationa,l groups for technology policy 
studies. These groups could be connected 
with either government institutions or 
universities. If they are established 
in universities an effort should be made 
to ensure that there is close consulta
tion with governments in order to ascer
tain the problems which governments 
consider important. The different uni
versities working in this field should 
also cooperate among themselves. 

(2) Once a few national groups have been 
established, there should be an attempt 
to create links between the different 
groups. These links may arise from a 
regional program which might be pro-

moted by the OAU or the ECA. Alterna
tively, they may be devefoped by direct 
cooperation between national groups. 
This cooperation is most likely to be 
useful when the national groups are 
carrying out research in similar topics, 
and in this case they may form a re
gional research network. 

( 3) In order to assist in the creation of na
tional groups, a travelling seminar should 
be arranged to visit those countries 
which request it. In such a scheme, two 
or three experts would travel to the dif
ferent countries and would spend a few 
days in each. They would make presen
tations about the value of technology 
policy studies to a group of participants 
from government and universities. The 
p-rincipal function of such a seminar 
would he to create an environment with
in which the establishment of a national 
group could be discussed. 

( 4) Technology policy research should be 
carried out by groups which contain an 
interdisciplinary mixture of technol
ogists, natural scientists, and social 
scientists. 
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Appendix A 

Opening Address 

by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of lfe, Dr H. A. Oluwasanmi 

(read by Prof A. A. Adegbola, Deputy Vice-Chancel/or) 

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you 
all to this university for the IDRC/ECA meeting on 
the creation of centres for technology policy 
studies in Africa. 

Those who comprise this seminar are well 
aware that technology is inevitably an instrument 
of social change. Usually the changes initiated 
by technology produce, as a first result, some 
improvement in the quality of life to some sec
tions of the community. But this improvement 
often brings with it, as a secondary effect, de
terioration in some other way. 

When one considers the development of tech
nology in Western Europe in the latter part of 
the 18th century and throughout the 19th cen
tury, these changes are evident, both the good 
and the bad. A rising standard of living, in terms 
of income, for most of the urban population 
went hand in hand with a proliferation of poor 
housing and a countryside littered with the by
products of great industries. 

We now know with the benefit of experience 
in this century that some, or indeed all, of the 
desirable changes could have been effected with 
less disturbance to the community and fewer 
social costs for later generations. The lesson of 
how to handle technological changes has been 
learned, but the cost of learning the lesson was 
high. 

Countries such as Nigeria that have been late 
in entering the technological age, have the ad
vantage of being able to learn from the past and, 
hopefully, to avoid some of the worst mistakes 
that other countries have made. 

The fact that well-defined national plans 
covering a fixed span of years have been de
veloped and published by the federal government 
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is an indication of official awareness of the dan
gers to society that are inherent in a rapidly 
developing country. Although the development 
plans are devised primarily to ensure optimum 
economic growth and full utilization of natural 
resources, they can also provide some indication 
of where dangers and technological limitations 
lie. Such plans are an integral part of economic 
forecasting in all countries. 

Three points about such plans must, however, 
be kept in mind. First, those who are responsible 
for national planning are not necessarily aware 
of all the technological and social factors that 
need to be considered for the well-being of the 
whole community. Second, the effectiveness of 
the best plans can be limited when one part of 
the development program lags behind schedule 
and thereby distorts the whole picture. Third, 
new factors may evolve during the execution of 
the plan which can cause unexpected difficulties. 

For example, the establishment in the Lagos 
conurbation of industrial estates at Apapa, Ikeja, 
and Ilupeju must have involved much detailed 
planning, and a whole host of industrial, social 
and economic factors would need to be con
sidered. From all indications, the work was done 
thoroughly. 

What could not have been foreseen - or at 
least not clearly foreseen - was the enormous 
development of motor traffic to and from, and 
through these areas. Consequently, the transport 
of workers, supply of raw materials, and dis
patch of finished goods in these areas now pre
sent very serious transportation problems, so 
serious that much of the good work of planning 
is in danger. 

It is against this background of the needs of a 
developing country that the University of Ife has 



decided to establish an organization especially 
oriented to study the economic, social and tech
nological factors involved in industrial develop
ment. Sometimes it is thought that this kind of 
study need only be made in the planning and 
establishment of large projects where many mil
lions of Naira are immediately involved. This, 
however, is not necessarily true. 

Naturally, large projects involving heavy capi
tal expenditures do merit much detailed study. 
For example, if the federal government, in con
junction with some industrial body, decides to 
increase the production capacity of cement in 
this country, various important considerations 
have to be examined. 

One fundamental factor to be decided is 
whether to establish a single very large produc
tion unit or to set up several smaller ones. The 
former course will probably provide cement at a 
lower price than the second one. That is a con
siderable economic advantage which cannot 
easily be ignored. But technologically there is a 
risk. If a breakdown occurs in the large plant 
and a vital part has to be replaced, all cement 
production will be at a standstill until this is 
done. And experience tells us this will sometimes 
happen. Two, or even three, factories will spread 
the risk of stopping production, but this will 
result in an increase in the price of cement. 

Then there is the question of locating the fac
tories. Should they be established near the raw 
material source even in a low population area, so 
that labour has to be imported, trained, and 
housed? Or is it better to transport the raw 
material to an area where skilled and unskilled 
labour is already available in established com
munities? This latter question involves the pres
ent and future carrying capacity of the roads for 
transporting raw materials to the factory. It will 
also involve government proposals for roads in 
the future. 

There are other technological questions too. 
Should the factory use a well-tried process and 
the plant that goes with it, or should it adopt a 
new process, not so well-tried but giving a lower 
cost per production unit, and possibly a slightly 
better product for special purposes. 

These are some - and only some - of the 
factors to be considered in establishing a large 
ind us trial project. 

But it is not only large projects where such 
technological and economic planning needs to be 
done. This university has already embarked on 
one project in collaboration with the University 
of Sussex, England, where these factors are im
portant. It is financed partly by the University 
of Ife and partly by the International Develop
ment Research Centre. 

This project deals not with cement but with 
the foodstuff called gari. For the benefit of those 
who do not know what it is, gari is the predom
inant carbohydrate staple food in the southern 
parts of Nigeria, and it has been a staple food 
for well over a century. It is prepared from 
cassava tubers which are first washed, peeled, 
and grated. The grated material is allowed to 
ferment for 2 - 3 days in some closed vessel 
which will allow excess liquid to drip out. It is 
then dried (sometimes called "frying") with or 
without the addition of a small amount of palm 
oil. The finished gari is eaten after moistening 
with water, usually as a side dish with soup or 
stew. The purpose of the somewhat cumbersome 
preparation technique is to develop its charac
teristic acid flavour and to break down some 
cyanogenic glycosides present in the raw tuber. 

Making gari is a heavy, tedious job, and at 
the final drying stages it is usually hot and 
smoky as well. It is traditionally women's work 
and the product is prepared in villages all over 
the southern part of Nigeria. As is the case in 
most village industries variations occur in the 
method of preparation, and consequently in the 
final flavour. 

In the past two decades much attention has 
been given to the possibility of mechanizing the 
process and, at present, three different types of 
machines have been developed which will pro
duce gari commercially. One of these machines 
is a large well-engineered production unit avail
able in several sizes, including one size capable 
of producing up to 10 tons of gari per day, using 
40 tons of cassava tuber. The prototype of this 
machine is in Oshodi, Lagos, and at least one 
other has been ordered for use in the Western 
State. A third is in commercial production in 
Gambia. 

The other two types of machines are, in part, 
linked adaptations of existing food processing 
equipment. They are available only in units with 
smaller outputs than the previous one and are 
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very much less expensive. Until now, neither 
type has been in commercial production, except 
for short periods. 

The interest shown in these different machines 
suggests that Nigeria is on the brink of a sub
stantial change in the method of making gari. 
However various important questions arise about 
this development. There are technological ques
tions. For instance, do the different types of 
machine, as currently developed, produce gari of 
the same texture and in the same flavour range 
as gari produced in the villages? If not, could 
they be modified to do so? Alternatively, would 
the consumers accept a different flavoured gari? 
Another 'question is the dependability of the 
machines. Will they fail in use frequently and 
need expensive replacement parts, possibly with 
long periods of standing idle? 

Then there are supply and labour questions. 
Where are the large growing areas? And what 
is the annual yield per acre? How many women 
are employed in making gari, and what income 
do they get from their labour? What would hap
pen to them if commercial production of gari 
put village production out of date? Finally, there 
is the all-important question - is producing gari 
this way an economic proposition? Could it be 
sold at a lower price than village production? 

These are the questions that a multidisciplin
ary group of economists, extension workers, 
geographers, and food technologists has been 
examining during the past nine months. The 
work has already yielded much new knowledge. 
We believe and hope that when this part of the 
project - Phase 1 - has been completed we will 
have enough information to warrant an extension 
of the work into a larger field - Phase 2. 

These two widely different examples indicate 
the range of work that can be examined in a 
unit like the one we have decided to establish. 
In some cases we anticipate that the staff will 
initiate studies into known problems. In other 
cases, when an approach from outside is made, 
the problem will need to be defined and quanti
fied from available data. Then ways of solving 
it will be suggested, and finally the proposed 
solutions suggested by the unit will be assessed 
critically. 

One other aspect of the unit's work will be to 
examine the problems that arise in the transfer 
of technology to developing countries. This is a 
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subject of great importance. We are all too well 
aware of the disappointments that have been 
experienced both by donor organizations, and 
those who receive technological aid, when the 
expected result fails to appear. Questions arise 
to which no satisfactory answers can be given. 

It is because we believe that sometimes the 
answers are sociological rather than technical 
that we want our unit to be actively involved in 
sociological and economic as well as technolog
ical aspects of transfer of technology. 

The involvement of students, at postgraduate 
and undergraduate levels, in the work of the 
unit is likely to be considerable. We know that 
there is a valuable stimulus to staff in having 
teaching responsibilities as well as research work. 
But, in addition, experiences in other universities 
with similar units have shown that student inter
est is likely to develop and formal courses of 
instruction in technological planning may be 
requested. 

Fortunately we can benefit from the experi
ence of other universities who have set up similar 
organizations. In particular, we are indebted to 
the University of Sussex for guidance from their 
Science Policy Research Unit. 

The types of problems we face will be similar 
to those that have arisen elsewhere, since the 
principles of technology and economics are uni
versal. But we may need to bear in mind some 
special factors that may not be significant in 
other countries. As a result, our conclusions 
might not necessarily coincide with those arrived 
at in another country with a different social and 
climatic background. 

One thing is clear to us. That is the need for 
the unit in its early years to build up for itself 
a reputation for accurately defining the nature of 
technological, social, and economic problems, 
for assessing their dimensions, and for providing 
meaningful solutions. 

We do not underestimate the difficulties inher
ent in establishing such a unit but we believe 
that it will be of considerable value to the coun
try. So we propose to make the attempt. 

We hope that our deliberations in the next few 
days will enable us to see more clearly the way 
forward and I wish you much success in your 
labours. 
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